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More Data and Efficient Alignment

3.1 Changing Alignment and Adding Data

Our first series of experiments considered three
different word alignment tools that can be used
in the training pipeline of standard phrase-based
SMT. We use the well-known IBM alignment
models (up to model 4) implemented in GIZA++,
the modified IBM model 2 implemented in
fast align and the above introduced Bayesian word
aligner based on fertility-enhanced HMM mod-
els implemented in efmaral. Table 1 summarises
the results when applied in the constraint setup
and tested on the news test set from WMT 2015.
The three models use the same feature weights
and the same symmetrisation and phrase extrac-
tion/scoring parameters to make the scores compa-
rable with each other. The results indicate that ef-
maral is comparable and even better than GIZA++
in this setup even though it is magnitudes faster
than the IBM model 4 training and Viterbi align-
ment. Efmaral is also considerably faster than
fast align, which makes it a valuable drop-in re-
placement of these standard tools. The process-
ing times in Table 1 illustrate the significant gains
when using efmaral making it possible to quickly
align large amounts of bitexts. The advantage over
fast align can mainly be seen in CPU time with
a speed-up of almost a factor of 10. fast align,
however, has the advantage to naturally run mul-
tithreaded over many cores whereas the collapsed
Gibbs sampler of efmaral is not as easily paral-
lelised. This can also be seen in our experiments
which we ran on a 16 core machine with align-
ment in both directions in parallel. GIZA++ is by
far the slowest option and does not lead to better
translations either. The figure also excludes word
clustering which is another time-consuming pro-
cess that is necessary for running IBM model 4.

Part of the experiment is also the inclusion of
additional training data. All those runs use ef-
maral, demonstrating that the software is capable
to cope with large data sets. Note, however, that
memory requirements grows with the size of the
data (

P
e,f (|e| ⇥ |f |)) making it possible to run

efficiently. The results of our experiments show
that the additional data is useful even though it is
coming from inappropriate domains. Especially
striking is the gain by including alternative subtitle
translations – a rather small part of the data. Ap-
parently, those examples introduce necessary vari-
ations to push the quality of the models. Another
impressive improvement can be seen with the in-

time for wordalign
newstest 2015 BLEU real CPU
GIZA++ 13.65 38,514s –
fast align 13.56 682s 8,344s
efmaral 14.10 370s 895s
+ OPUS 14.81 – –
+ alternatives 15.55 2,630s 6,599s
+ WWW-LM 16.98 – –
retuned 18.11 – –
back-translated 14.78 954s 2,606s
+ OPUS, ... 18.22 2,758s 7,187s

Table 1: Lower-cased BLEU scores for standard-
phrase based SMT on development test data (new-
stest 2015). The first three and the second-to-
last rows represent constraint settings whereas the
other rows refer to systems with additional re-
sources. Efmaral is used in all cases except for the
two models at the top. The last two systems in-
clude back-translated news data. Running time is
given for some aligners in terms of walltime (real)
and CPU time (user+sys).

troduction of the large language model based on a
diverse set of data. This Finnish language model is
estimated on the Finnish Internet Parsebank (Lu-
otolahti et al., 2015), totalling 9.5 billion tokens
of text. The data is obtained from a large-scale
Internet crawl, seeded from all Finnish pages in
CommonCrawl.3 However, actual CommonCrawl
data is only a small fraction of the total, roughly
1.5B tokens, the remainder originating from an
independent crawl. The data is heavily filtered,
only preserving clean, parseable text comprising
of complete sentences.

Even the models with additional data use the
same feature weights and only replace the indi-
cated component to enable comparisons between
them. The system denoted by “retuned”, however,
shows the importance of proper tuning when re-
placing system components.

The final part of Table 1 shows additional re-
sults with back-translated news data in the con-
strained and unconstrained setup. We used our
Finnish-English model to translate approximately
1.25 million sentences of the Finnish shuffled
monolingual news data from 2014 and 2015 to
enhance the parallel training data. The result in
terms of BLEU significantly improves when these
noisy data sets are included in the standard train-

3www.commoncrawl.org
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Figure 1: Adding gappy LM features and testing
on development test data (newstest 2015).

results of our extended models are shown in Fig-
ure 1. In general all of them seem to hurt perfor-
mance in the current setup.

4 Translating Finnish into English

The Finnish–English models re-use the factored
setup with pseudo-tokens that we introduced last
year (Tiedemann et al., 2015a). The main differ-
ences to the previous systems are (i) the use of
completely parsed bitexts even with the extended
data sets (last year we only parsed Europarl from
the constrained data), (ii) the large language model
coming from the provided common crawl data (tri-
gram model), and, (iii) improved compound split-
ting of surface words based on the morpholog-
ical analyses and the analysed lemma informa-
tion. For the latter, we use additional string match-
ing heuristics to properly split compounds even
if modifying components are inflected and can-
not be matched with the lemmatised analyses in
a straightforward way. Furthermore, we also add
morphological information to the modifying com-
pound components by looking up the most fre-
quent analyses of the given form in a large anal-
ysed monolingual corpus. The scores for our fac-
tored models in the constrained and unconstrained
settings are listed in Table 3.

Again, we can see the substantial impact of ad-
ditional out-of-domain training data. Alternative
subtitle translations also contribute again but not
as strikingly as in the other translation direction.
The common crawl data is also useful but slows
down decoding quite significantly.

newstest 2015 BLEU
basic 19.02
+ OPUS 21.42
+ alternatives 21.46
+ CC LM 22.09
basic + CC LM 19.33

Table 3: Lower-cased BLEU scores for factored
SMT models for Finnish-to-English on develop-
ment test data (newstest 2015).

5 Final Results and Discussions

Table 4 summarises the final scores when applying
our models to the news test set from this years’
evaluation campaign. A major, but not very sur-
prising effect is the reduction of unknown words
when adding more data. The factored model leads
to slight improvements in the constrained setting
but this does not carry over to the unconstrained
setup. A significant difference is the number of
unknown tokens which is much higher in the fac-
tored model. This may look surprising but when
inspecting the data, we could identify the reason
for this difference, which is due to the tokenisa-
tion applied in the factored setup. The models
applied in this approach make different decisions,
for example, when keeping numeric and monetary
expressions together. This increases the number
of unknown units without causing much harm in
most cases. Other cases are clearly tokenisation
errors. Some examples are listed below:
200k|ADJ|JJ|dep
228.89|NUM|CD|num
$22million|NOUN|NN|adpobj
2.5bn|NUM|CD|num
"wrestle|VERB|VB|xcomp
(yet|NOUN|NN|dobj

Note that the re-inflection model uses differ-
ent data pre-processing pipelines and, therefore,
the scores are not comparable with the others.
In a contrastive run we could see modest im-
provements over the baseline models without re-
inflection. Finally, we can also see that Finnish-
English suffers more from unknown tokens even
though we apply proper morphological analyses
and compound splitting. This is something that
we need to address in future work.

References
Bernd Bohnet. 2010. Very high accuracy and fast de-

pendency parsing is not a contradiction. In Proceed-
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WMT 2016 Results

BLEU BLEU TER unknown words
English – Finnish lower cased #tokens #types
constrained - basic 13.3 12.7 0.782 1,582 862
constrained - factored 13.5 12.8 0.784 1,659 1,233
constrained - basic + back-translated 14.2 13.6 0.770 1,024 649
constrained + factored + back-translated 14.3 13.6 0.765 1,103 890
constrained - re-inflection 12.2 11.6 0.793
unconstrained - basic 17.0 16.2 0.746 124 60
unconstrained - factored 16.6 15.7 0.744 804 593
unconstrained - basic + back-translated 17.1 16.4 0.752 544 305

BLEU BLEU TER unknown words
Finnish – English lower cased #tokens #types
constrained - factored 20.5 19.3 0.706 2,655 2,004
unconstrained - factored 23.3 22.1 0.670 1,128 842

Table 4: Official results for the WMT 2016 news test set. The systems including the back-translated
news data were submitted after the deadline and will not be listed as official submissions. The system in
italics are marked for manual evaluation at WMT.
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Example Translations

A 9-year-old boy missing at Tampere was found
9-vuosi Tampereella kadonnut vanhus löytyi
Tampereella karkuteillä ollut 9-vuotias poika löytyi

The police organised a search at Tampere on Tuesday 
evening because a 9-year old boy ran away.
Poliisi järjesti etsinnän Tampereella tiistai-iltana, koska 9-
vuotias poika juoksi karkuun.
Poliisilla on ollut etsintätehtävä 9-vuotiaan pojan 
karkumatkan takia Tampereella tiistaina illalla.

The boy started off from western Tampere with a friend, 
and a missing person notice spread in social media.
Poika aloitti Länsi-Tampereella pois ystävän kanssa, ja 
kadonneen henkilön ilmoitus levisi sosiaalisessa mediassa.
Länsi-Tampereelta kaverinsa kanssa liikkeelle lähtenyttä 
poikaa koskeva katoamisilmoitus on levinnyt sosiaalisessa 
mediassa.

Input:
SMT:

Reference:

Input:

SMT:

Reference:

Input:

SMT:

Reference:
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Comparison to Neural MT

A 9-year-old boy missing at Tampere was found
Pikkupoika löytyi Tampereelta
Tampereella karkuteillä ollut 9-vuotias poika löytyi

The police organised a search at Tampere on Tuesday 
evening because a 9-year old boy ran away.
Poliisi järjesti etsinnät Tampereella tiistaiiltana, koska 
vanha poika juoksi karkuun.
Poliisilla on ollut etsintätehtävä 9-vuotiaan pojan 
karkumatkan takia Tampereella tiistaina illalla.

The boy started off from western Tampere with a friend, 
and a missing person notice spread in social media.
Poika lähti liikkeelle Tampereen länsilaidalla ystävänsä 
kanssa, ja kadonneen henkilön levisi sosiaalisessa 
mediassa.
Länsi-Tampereelta kaverinsa kanssa liikkeelle lähtenyttä 
poikaa koskeva katoamisilmoitus on levinnyt sosiaalisessa 
mediassa.

Input:
Neural MT:
Reference:

Input:

Neural MT:

Reference:

Input:

Neural MT:

Reference:
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